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TH E

GRAMMAR TREEVERBS & ADVERBS
About this package

The three packages of THE GRAMMAR TREE do not make a traditional 
reference grammar, such as ušed to be widely found in school class- 
rooms. They are intended as a popular learning kit tor anyone who 
wants to organise all those half-forgotten bits of Information about basic 
grammar into a straightforward, cohesive systém of grammar. As a pop
ular learning kit, THE GRAMMAR TREE is very selective. It can’t cover 
everything. What is included is there to give an idea of how the systém 
works.
Formal grammar isn’t easy — iťs no good pretending it is, any more than 
physics. But everyone starts with one great advantage— knowing his or 
her own mother tongue. THE GRAMMAR TREE is designed to také ad
vantage of this. The ‘theory’ — the jargon and the concepts they repre- 
sent — is what baffles most people. Set out on a tree structure, with 
straightforward examples, it does not seem so alarming. The visual ele
ment helps to organise that inborn knowledge of the theory that every
one has.
Digging into what you already know is what you do here, therefore. To 
give you a chance to follow up this mental spadework, there are Exer- 
cises (on a separate program) where the chief task is to recognise 
where things would go on the Grammar Tree.

However, one or two assumptions háve to be understood in order to get 
the best out of these packages.

1 SENTENCES These are the basic units of language. The word 
sentence means not only a particular collection of written or spoken 
words. It also refers to any other collection of words that means exactly 
the same thing.
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We assume, for example, that (in the right context) the following are dif- 
ferent versions of the same sentence structure:

He has.
He's bought it.
Henry  s bought the one over there.
Henry's bought the car in that plače by the window.
Henry Ford has bought the Model Q fohnsmithmobile car over there.

The assumption is that, between its ‘formation’ in our brain and its ‘reali- 
sation’ in a particular real-life situation, a sentence undergoes a series of 
formal changes which adapt it to that real-life situation (e.g. two people 
standing in a car showroom).

For example, parts of the sentence are often omitted — they háve been 
mentioned in a previous sentence and don’t need repeating. Parts of the 
sentence are often emphasized— they contrast with something said in 
a previous sentence, etc. The way a particular sentence is organised in 
‘real-life’ telíš you a lot about the situation to which it belongs.

2 EXPLICIT/IMPLICIT Following Point 1, in a real-life sentence, some 
parts may be explicit, others implicit. The implicit bits are those which 
you understand from the contexť (the omitted or suppressed bits). The 
bits actually left in the sentence are the explicit bits. (In the first sentence 
above, only he has is explicit, for example.)

To také another example, in the following conversation, only yesterday is 
explicit. The rest is implicit. This is not mumbo-jumbo: every speaker of 
English would know what the sentence Yesterday meant in this situation.

— When did Commander Wingfield arrive?
— (Commander Wingfield arrived) Yesterday.
He arrived yesterday would be more explicit, but it still wouldn’t be ex
plicit about who he was.

Yesterday and He arrived yesterday are different ‘real-life’ (or surface) 
versions of one sentence: Commander Wingfield arrived yesterday.

3 MEANINGFULNESS Sentences are by definition meaningful. Be- 
cause so much of a sentence can be implicit, the meaning has to be 
clear to any educated English speaker in a given real-life situation. If 
there’s no meaning, we just háve a string of words, not a sentence.

Lewis Carroirs line And the mome raths outgrabe is great fun, but not a 
sentence. It just looks like one. Many utterances by well-known people
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háve likewise the appearance of sentences, but are in fact just strings of 
words. We shall overčome is afi exampJe. Unless iťs clear what is being 
‘overcome’, this is a meáningless half-sentence. in short, the implicit 
part of any sentence must be reasonably clear ín the given situation.

4 ONE LANGUAGE Every native speaker of English speaks the 
same language, although at the ‘surface,’ end (e.g. between British and 
American) there may be minor differences in the way a sentence ap- 
pears in ‘reaMife’. Usually one word or sound is substituted for another 
on a one-for-one basis (e,g. British pavement =  American sidewalk; to 
some, West Country / sounds like [oi], while the same word in a Texan’s 
mouth rhymes with [ah]).

5 CORRECTNESS Certain norms are accepted by English speakers 
throughout the World. For example, you Vvere is accepted as correct, 
you was as incorrect, although some people say. it. More extreme exam- 
ples of what people say is Him go instead of He goes. We assume that 
most people would call these ‘incorrecť.
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TH E

GRAMMAR TREE
VERBS & ADVERBS

(Grammar V — Spectrum 48K)

To load THE GRAMMAR TREE

#  REWiND the cassette to the beginning
•  key in LOAD ” "
#  press ENTER on the Computer.
•  press PLAY on the cassette player

Cassette 1
This cassette contains two programs, to be ušed in sequence. 
Leave the tápe running until the Computer telíš you to stop the tápe. 
This loads the first part of the program (a -  h).
Press any key (except M), and a short introductory section comes 
up. The littleflashing figuře (top lefí) indicates that, to continue the 
program, you háve to press a key (any key except M).
The MENU then comes up, as beíow. Press any letterfrom a tof, and 
you can start at the relevant section.
If you want g, h, i or j, press the relevant letter, then start the tápe 
again, to load the second program. The second program also con
tains a Menu (labelled a to d) in čase you want to move about quick- 
íy here.
[If you want to use a to j at atl in the same session, you are advised to 
use them BEFORE loading the second program, otherwise you will 
need to rewind the program and load again, after using g to \]
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GRAMMAR TREE
VERBS & ADVERBS

M E N U  (Cassette 1)

A Verbphrases: verbs 
B Noun phrases: objects 
C Adverbs, adverbial phrases & prepositions 

Position of adverbial phrases 
Adverbs

D Sentence adverbs 
E Intensifiers
F T ransitive & intransitive verbs 

*G Auxiliaries 
*H Hidden auxiliaries 
*l Suppressed verbs 
*J háve, do, get

[* Second program]

T H E

Options

At the end of each section, an OPTIONS BOX appears. This is a 
convenient break point. Here, you can either stop for the day, or get 
examples of grammar items you1 re interested in, or do some exer- 
cises, using the second cassette.

Do not simply go through the whole of the program on Cassette 
1 before you do the Exercises. The materiál is very concise, and 
you will get more out of the package by mixing theory and exer
cises in smaller doses.
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The opíions in the Opííons Box are

C Coritinue 
X Examples 
S Examples in context

You then choose from one of the folSowing:

a anoun phrase g a preposition
b a verb phrase / predicate h atransitive verb
c a verb i an intransitive verb
d an object i a sentence adverb
e an adverbial phrase k an intensifier
f an adverb m háve, do, get

To return to the Menu at any time, press M.
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THE

GMM MAR TREEVERBS & ADVERBS
M E N U  (Cassette 2 — Exercises)

a Noun phrases h Prepositions
b Verb phrases i Transitive verbs
c Verbs i Intransitive verbs
d Adverbial phrases k Sentence adverbs
e Objects I Intensifiers
f Auxiliaries m háve, do, get

9 Adverbs

The exercises will help you to recogrsise the different ‘functions’ 
[nouns, verhs, etc.] of Engiish grammar.

Do the exercises after you háve been through the relevant parts of 
the ‘theory’ on the other program. Do not do too much at once.

1 Choose a ‘function’ from the Menu by pressing one of the keys 
from a. to m.
2 Sentences will appear on the screen. Your task is to select the 
group of words [1 ,2 ,3 ,4  or 5] which could correctly and meaning- 
fully fiil the gap. In each čase, there is only one correct answer.
3 In the čase of háve, do, get [m], there are only two choices.

The right answer must be
a. meaningful [i.e. the sentence must make sense];
b. grammaticaliy correct [e.g. if the subject is singulár, the verb 
must also be singulár];
c. an example of the right ‘function’ [e.g. noun or verb].
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ií your choice seems ío rnake sense and íhe message ÍNCORRECT 
still appears, this means your choice is either grammticaily incorrect 
[b. above] or not an exampie of the right function [c. abovej.
(For exampie, if yoďre asked to choose a noun, iťs no good choos- 
ing an answer that contains an article as welí.)

Four exampies appear at a time. If you want more, go back to the 
Menu and start again.
Further information will be found in the Notes.

Scoring To help you check your progress, each set of four ques- 
iions ís scored. You get 3 for a correct answer, -1 for each incorrect 
choice. If you want to find out where your strengths and weaknesses 
are, make a notě of your scores. If you get a low score in any catego- 
ry, go back to the ‘theory’ progam (Cassette 1) and run that section 
again.
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T H E

GRAMMAR TREE
VERBS & ADVERBS

N O T E S  (Cassette 1.)

VERB PHRASES:'VERBS
★  A verb is usualty a single word, though it can be more;- 

single: run, jump, lift, outmanoeuvre, uplift
multiple: run down, jump up, lift down, put off

Down, up, off etc. look like prepositions, but inthis cásethey are not — they 
uot independently of any object NP that follows.

1 He ran down the road. [down is a preposition — it must come. in front of 
the NP the road]

2 He ran down the mouše, [down is part of the verb. run down]

Sentenees 1 and 2 can appear in different forms;

1a Down the road he ran. BUT
2a He ran the mouše down.

i t  Finite verbs háve a subject, and therefore háve number (i.e. they are 
singulár or plurál) and person (i.e. 1 st, 2nd or 3rd person — 7, you. or he/she/ 
it). In practice, since English does not use inflexions much, it is the auxiíiary 
(is, doesďt, am etc.) that ‘carries1 this information.

★  Inflexions ušed to be ušed in English (in Old English) much more than 
now, as in Latin or modern German. These days, English relies more on aux- 
iliaries and word order.

★  Agreement This term includes ali grammatical information about 
correctness’ of forms — number, person, whether the auxiíiary is matched 
up with the correct form of the verb (e.g. *have taking is wrong), and so on. 
Agreement is not just pedantry — it is a form of ‘fail-safe’ systém, ensuring 
lhát the information gets across correctly.
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★  ' Singulár and plurál . . . NP1
. Pansy and Poppy

' NP2 ■ ■ NP3
Pansy. Poppy

Nps 2 and 3 are singulár, buí together they make up a plurál NP.

OBJECTS. . \
An object ia an NP iike any other NP, except iri itsposition in íhe sentence. It 
must contain least a neun.^ór pronoun or name), thougb it can contain a lot 
more — a sentence (adapted as an NR), for example. It can also contain 
botb: Mrs Lee,  the old lady who likes hlue earrings is the object in / went and 
fetched Mrs Lee, the old lady who likes blue earrings.

NPs adapted from predicates (u$ing -ing) can equally.be objects, as in He 
preached giving up smoking.

ADV€RB!AL PHRASES .
An adverbial phrase is not a phrase with an adverb in it, but a phrase ušed as
an adverb:' . .. • . .
in a nice way ~ nícěly
theré  = in or to thatplace

:Compare: . '

Jehu rushed there in his private plane. . ,
lehu rushed to Tampa in his private plane.

The first sentence (with the ‘adverb’) is just a less explicit version of the se- 
cond (with the adverbial phrase).

INDIRECT OBJECTS

This ohly applies with certain verbs, where there two NPs in the VP, one of 
which is a ‘beneficiary’.

Celia passed the salt to Cedric. [Cedric is the beneficiary]

Indirept object sentences can be transformed to get rid of the preposition in 
the suřface síructure:

Celia passed Cedric the salt.

(This does not change the meaning or the underiying síructure.)

Other verbsyoli can use in this way: g/Ve, oííer, sond, leave (in a will), sing... 
to, write (letters) tq
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SENTENCE ADVERBS

StrlCtly speaking, the two Ss are not equal. Another way of setting it out 
would be

5

NP
I

5
(Thit) the pub will be dosed

VP
is untortunate

Th&t Is structurally an ‘invisible’ surface linking word to show that the S is sub- 
Ofdlnate to the main S in the structure.

INTENSIFIERS

You can háve intensifiers with verbs, too, but they are not always the same as 
for adjectives and adverbs.

I like soya meat verv much.
Illke soya meat awfuliv.

TRANSITIVE VERBS

★  •xplicit/implicit See generál remarks in ABOUT THIS PACKAGE.
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N O T E S  (Cassette2)

When doing the Exercises, bear in mind that

★  SENTENCES
1 musí háve an identifiable subject and a predicate;
2 must be meaningfui [i.e. you musí be ableto imagine a situation in which 
they make sense];
3 may (in different contexts) appear only in part or adapted, but they must 
stih be correct and make sense.

★  AUXILIARÍES
More than one auxiliary may appear in a predicate (e.g. can háve been go- 
ing). However, remember that negatives (e.g. not) are not auxiiiaries.

★  INTRANSITIVE VERBS
The skili is in recognising which verbs must háve an implicit object.

★  ÍNTENSIFIERS
More than one intensifier may occur at a time (e.g. very,very nice).

★  HÁVE, DO, GET
The skill here is to recognise which is an auxiliary and which is a verb. You 
shouldn’t lose more than a few points here!

TH E

GRAMMAR TREEVERBS & ADVERBS
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ERROR MESSAGES

To help you analyse your mistakes, a systém of Error Messages has 
been included. For each wrong choice, an Error number will ap- 
pear. This indicates in generál terms what is wrong with the choice. 
Work o u t— with the help of the comments be low — why your choice 
was wrong, and you will be well on the way to making the right 
choice next time.

1 ‘Grammar’ problém, e.g. a singulár subject, plurál verb of me in- 
stoad of /.

2 Contains other functions besides the one asked for, e.g. an 
Adverb or Negative word as well as a Noun Phrase.

3 Not an example of the function asked for.

4 Not an example of the function asked for, and anyway this word/ 
these words won’t make sense in this context.

5 An incomplete example of the function asked for.

6 Doesn’t make a sentence (no predicate).

7 Contains other functions besides the one asked for, and anyway 
doesn’t make sense.

8 Doesn’t make a sentence (no subject).

9 Doesn’t make sense in this context.

10 (in questions with two gaps) Only.one part of this choice is correct. 
[If Error 10 is listed first, the word(s) to go in the first space will be 
acceptable but the word(s) for the second space will not. If Error 10 
is listed second, iťs the other way round. Where only one error is 
listed, both parts are incorrect for the same reason.]

TH E

GRAMMAR TREEVERBS & ADVERBS
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Some other programs from Sulis Software: 
SPELLBOUND
T h e r e  a re  fo u r  p a c k a g e s  in th is  s e rie s : B E S i E G E D ,  
T O W E R I N G  I N F E R N O ,  G O L D E N  A P P L E  a n d  B A I L I F F .  
T h e y  pull t o g e t h e r  e v e r y  q u irk  o f E n g lis h  s p e llin g  y o u ’ 11 
e v e r  n e e d  t o  k n o w  — a n d  k e e p  y o u  s p e ilb o u n d , tim e  
a fte r tim e .
JUST A MOT: French vocabulary
A b i-lin g u a l p ro g ra m  to r le a rn in g  o v e r  5 0 0  u s e fu l a n d  
u p -to -d a te  F r e n c h  w o r d s . T h e r e  a re  fiv e  v o c a b u la r y  
a re a s : T r a v e l, P e o p le , S h o p p in g , F o o d  &  D r in k , 
E s s e n tia ls . W o r k  fro m  E n g lis h  in to  F r e n c h  o r  v ic e - 
v e rs a , w ith  a  c h o ic e  o f g a m e s  o r  k e y -in  o p tio n s .

Distributed by

® John Wiley & Sons Limited
Baffins Lane,Chiches!er, Sussex P0191UD,England


